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Abstract: This paper presents the tracking of person in real time environment. As, if any person which we want
to locate is out of our range then it is difficult to communicate with him. To communicate with each other in best
possible way is always a problem mankind. We developed the system which locate the person and then keep
tracking him in real time so that we can communicate him easily. Our project is to tackle person’s problem i.e.
communication/signaling. To track them & identify their location would solve our many issues relating
communications. Identification of person as the association or linking of him with another partner & finally
forming the network which connects itself with outsource system.to resolve this issue, we attached a sensor
to the person which locate the coordinates of person and then we apply algorithm on it to have its exact
location with some reference. We’ve developed the system which locate the position of a person & transfer
its raw data to source through zigbee protocol. Then, we manipulate the raw data into sequence to simulate it
in computer screen with software module. This project includes study of applied mathematics, embedded
system, computer sciences & communication principles as well.
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INTRODUCTION The research includes devising possible

In old era, when the communication sources were not through which we can talk with person along with its real
too enough, it was pretty tough for one’s to locate time video simulation. It’s a huge breakthrough in wireless
anyone else rather to just go to himself. Like in university field. The student can adopt completely different
area the student in class doesn’t have any idea about his atmosphere other than terrifying surrounding. He can
advisors and mates that where they are working at that focus on his work in a better way as it provides him
particular  time.  The  advisor has to go down in the class constant check & balance.
to keep an eye on the students. But due to vast
improvement in digital world that communication becomes RF Transreceiver: Zigbee [1] is the new generation
much easier and we can detect the activity of a person. application  in  the  Bluetooth   technology.   If we
The advisor just had to sit down in a room and watch their compare  it  with  other  technologies  namely  Bluetooth,
movement and their abstract activities. The main goal of Wi-Fi, GPRS .The existing technology has wide
this project to minimize the problem faced to mankind for applications in the areas home automation, data
locating either  person  or  it  may  be  animal or acquisition, building control, monitoring systems and
nonliving  thing. It actually gives exact position of our industrial automation. The compatibility of this
desired object. Perfection is crucial so we focused on it technology   with   other   technologies   namely
and did our best to satisfy the supervising team outside Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, GPRS are based on an industry
the class which matters. To take this raw form information standard, it provides interoperability, allowing
in sequential manner along with it to take it in real time communication amongst devices from different
simulation. Relaying the information continuously so that manufacturers and offers system integrators and
right step at right time could be possible. Pre-emptive consumers flexible purchasing options. Zigbee
measure along with risk and rescue factor would be technology also offers simplicity and a cost effective
addressed in a better way. approach to building construction.

improvements in the communication part of the system,
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A node in a Zigbee network has following features
i.e. Low power relatively, low data rates, Low costs
Reliable,  autonomous  operation  Security,  Self-healing.
Zig  Bee  is  a  low  power,  low cost wireless
communication standard intended for use in building
control  applications,  meter  reading,  control  and more.
The main limitations of the ZigBee in an application are Now, in figure person’s shadow is visible as if
basically two – the available bandwidth and the radio moving from A to B.Th. method for location is very simple
range. as first we draw a line of 10 meter (known length). From

Microcontroller: A microcontroller [2] often serves as the After this, form other point of the line, we draw a line
“brain” of a mechatronic system. Like a mini, self- which would cut the right angled line at any point. At last,
contained computer, it can be programmed to interact with we have right angle triangle. By applying triangles basic
both the hardware of the system and the user. Even the formulas, we have three sides measurements along with
most basic microcontroller can perform simple math their angles. After this, we have to just draw its centroid
operations, control digital outputs and monitor digital which is the meeting point of lines drawn from mid points
inputs. Most modern controllers have analogue-to-digital of three sides of triangle.
converters, high-speed timers and counters; interrupt
capabilities, outputs that can be pulse-width modulated,
serial communication ports, etc. The ATmega16 [3]
microcontroller is a 40-pin wide DIP (Dual in Line) package
chip. This chip was selected because it is robust and the
DIP package interfaces with prototyping supplies like
solder  less  bread  boards and solder-type per-boards. MATERIALS AND METHODS
This same microcontroller is available in a surface mount
package, about the size of a dime. We started the project by creating an object in Java

Software Platform: The Eclipse Platform's principal role is free space created by us. Synchronization of arrow keys
to provide tool providers with mechanisms to use and with object is also implemented afterwards. Integration of
rules To follow, that leads to seamlessly-integrated tools. Map in the background of self-created space so that a
These mechanisms are exposed via well-defined API better view can be achieved.
interfaces, classes and methods. The Platform also As we already described, some of the modules were
provides useful building blocks and Frameworks that critically depending on other modules and could not be
facilitate developing new tools. unit-tested without communicating to them properly.

The Eclipse Platform is designed for building Hence, afterward we use our previous knowledge,
integrated development environments (IDEs) that can be developed the mesh network among three zigbee and
used to create applications as diverse as web sites, programmed them in such a manner that after some delay
embedded Java programs, C++ programs and Enterprise they change their role from transmitter to receiver.
Java Beans [4]. Communicting all of them with another & carrying same

Triangulation: The process to finding someone in a microcontroller programming so that Synchronization has
specific locality is known as localization. We used a been done with ease.
specific algorithm for locating the person. As, if person is To integrate the zigbee with software, we’ve done the
locate at position A and moving towards B. We are at serial communication of device with system so that
position C then how can we locate the person. For this, System  easily  reads  the  insource data in a better way.
we had to surround the person with any imaginary For this manner, we’ve used the special apparatus
boundary which premises based on the probability as well developed by ourself.It is little tough but we achieved it
authentication of our algorithm. after some time.

any  point  of  the  line,  we  construct  the right angle.

Eclipse tool. After it we achieved to move this object in

data of unique zigbee is achieved. We’ve done
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The next step followed was to integrate this zigbee network to our software module with the help of already prepared
serial communication. The data achieved from zigbee network is then shown on screen in respective direction of
movement of student. This all activity is being captured on monitor screen.

Attached with helmet constantly transmit the arbitrary data to tags placed on roofs/walls

Software Implementation: Java is object oriented We can add text message service in it and with
programming language in which we takes assignments as detection, we can communicate with him in text or in
our object and classes. It’s basically the Divide & Code audio/video form. This would be a great achievement.
policy. We develop classes or either we just pick it up We can attach LCD to have the response from each
from library and interface our desired classes with one end which also displays some of the extra features of
another. student. This application can be modified to monitoring

The GUI recently we looked on in which the circle device and alarm can be attached in place of sensor for
represents the mobile node while the four squares usage in various applications in society to monitor pulse
represents the static nodes, As described earlier, circle sensor, oxygen sensore.e.tc.
share its value with squares and as if it is into the range of
radial circle of square, it can easily extract value from it REFERENCES
and then forward it further for its computational process.

RESULTS 2. Architecture and Programming of 8051

We have focused on thorough testing through-out 3. www.engr.sjsu.edu/bjfurman/courses/.. ./intro-
the design and implementation phase. While testing the atmel.pdf
System, We’ve found that our system meet the required 4. http://www.sparkfun.com/products/10421
criteria. It is suitable for the application which is made and
can be increased its diversity by Some minuscule
arrangements. Moreover it has huge capacity of
improvement.

CONCLUSION

In this project, we have investigated and developed
the application which can detect the student in class and
display it on computer screen at remote. It is absolutely
entitled to find more suitable sustenance outside this
world; as nothing is perfect ever. Some of the ideas for
future development are mentioned below:

1. www.set-ltd.com/downloads/IntroToZigbeeMX.pdf.

Microcontroller by Alka Kalra, Sanjeev Kumar Kalra.


